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EARTH’S VORTEXES & BODY
CHAKRAS ARE CENTERS FOR
ENERGY EXCHANGE
A vortex is a mass of liquid or energy that whirls in
a circular motion. Vortexes develop a central
indentation and produce a vacuum effect that
attracts energy and matter into its epicenter. A
common example of a vortex is a tornado. Earth’s
vortexes are believed to be electrical, magnetic or
electromagnetic in nature. Vortex structures are
recurrent throughout the world in the form of atoms,
the solar system, whirlpools and other phenomena.
Vortexes serve as portals or gateways into other
spiritual dimensions and parallel universes. Certain
places on Earth with highly concentrated energetic
anomalies are amazing and elude gravity, twist light,
induce distorted plant growth, cause odd or elated
human emotions
and frighten animals. Earths
vortexes are connected to ley lines. Ley lines are
numerous geographical areas of alignment with sites
that have historical implications like water fords,
mountain ridge tops, monuments and megaliths.
When Earth is mapped into a dodecahedron grid the
equidistant geometrical points intersect into what
are known as ley lines. The definition of ley lines
here serves as a reference point to their
interconnectedness to the true nature of Earth’s
vortexes. The topic of ley lines warrants its own
article.

ENERGY SPINS INTO AND OUT OF OUR
REALITY THROUGH VORTEXES

CHAKRAS ARE VORTEXES That WE
INTERACT WITH THE SUBTLE ENERGIES
IN OUR ENVIRONMENT
Vortexes flow either inward toward Earth or upward
and emanate out of Earth. The positive and
negative aspects of a vortex are that of a pole-type
relationship similar to the positive and negative
nodes of a battery rather than good or bad labels.
Areas with upward flow are electrical vortexes while
areas of inward flow are magnetic vortexes. Like a
magnet a vortex with an inward flow draws energy
and matter into its center. A whirlpool is an example
of an inward magnetic vortex. One feels
introspective or even fearful in areas with an inward
flow magnetic vortex. One experiences exhilaration
and is energized in an area with an upward flow
electrical vortex. An upward vortex also boosts
spirituality and raises conscious awareness to a
higher level.
Not all vortex sites are considered benevolent. The
Gold Hill, Oregon vortex was feared by Pacific
Northwest Native American Indians. They coined
the Oregon vortex as “The Forbidden Ground”. Even
the Indians’ horses feared “The Forbidden Zone”.
The Oregon vortex is a spherical force field half
above and half below ground. It’s a place where
certain physical facts are reversed; a scientific
phenomenon known as Lentz’s Law. Visitors within
the circle of the site experience an involuntary
physical inclination toward magnetic North. Visitors
on the flat surface outside of the vortex circle
experience a physical inclination toward the
magnetic South. The physical inclinations cause a
distortion in height that represents the opposite of
what is expected.

Vile vortexes are areas of energetic whirlpools
known to cause misfortune. The “Bermuda Triangle”
is a vile vortex where compass equipment failed and
planes were lost at sea.
Many vortexes are known to promote good health.
Sedona, Arizona is known for its vortexes and their
inherent healing energy. The Phoenix area is a good
place to find the latest alternative treatment
programs for various diseases. The combination of
holistic and traditional treatment approaches drives
the success of the overall healing modalities that are
special to Arizona.
Earth’s vortexes align with Earth’s ley lines and the
body’s charkas align with the body’s ley lines.
Meridians are equivalent to the body’s ley lines and
are used in the practice of acupuncture. Chakras are
vortexes where energy flows into and out of the
body and provides constant contact with the etheric.
Humans are innately connected to the etheric realm.
Similar to the way vortexes can be exhilarating,
frightening or even vile so can our experience with
the energy exchanges through charkas. Intuitive
feelings of well-being as as feelings of dread
originate at the level of the chakras. Chakras
continually transmit and receive energetic
information with people, animals, the environment
and the etheric realm.

Red = Home/Security
Orange = Dynamicism, Sexuality
Yellow = Will/Consideration
Green = Compassion
Blue = Communication
Indigo = Focus
Violet = Enlightenment
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